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Available as a stand-alone or integrated version (with Photoshop®), DRAWings® 6 has all the functionality of the latest
version plus new features as highlighted below. It is easily used for single embroidery applications like embroidery charts, laces,
t-shirts and swimwear, as well as multi-embroidery machines. PACKAGE FEATURES {#sec1-3} ================
Integrated with Photoshop® {#sec2-5} -------------------------- This is the first version of DRAWings® to be fully integrated
with a graphic design software. It enables designers to create custom designs for embroidery and laser cut designs for fabric
cutting in a single application. In addition to design preview for the specific file formats, the file can be created directly in
Photoshop® and imported into DRAWings®. The integrated version is the recommended version to use for the first time.
Embroidery engine design {#sec2-6} ------------------------ DRAWings® has been enhanced to be more comprehensive and user
friendly. Embroidery features like heart, leaf, star and other custom designs are now available. To make it more comprehensive,
a new embroidery engine has been introduced. It incorporates concepts such as the dimension of the background, the number of
colors, back patch, text and other specific data for each file format (tutorial "Embroidery - Basic Concepts" is included in the
software). Additional export functions {#sec2-7} --------------------------- This includes the generation of EPS files, PDF files
and PNG files. It is now possible to export the design to JPG, TIFF or BMP. Improved interface {#sec2-8} ------------------ This
includes icons for different file formats (tutorial "Unusual file formats" is included in the software). An improved help section
has been added to the software. Updated video tutorial {#sec2-9} ---------------------- This tutorial includes a complete
introduction to the integrated version and features of DRAWings®. NEW FEATURES {#sec1-4} ============ Design
flexibility {#sec2-10} Color management {#sec2-11} ---------------- This includes preview, edit and generate tool options for
color, saturation and contrast. Vector templates {#sec2-12} f3e1b3768c
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